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road towards the town. Its workers were assembling for
the day, and each of them sat at his steering-wheel behind
his headlights. Lit cars stood waiting in silent alley-ways
beside small houses, as the long string of workmen swept
down the road in front towards their work. The road was
black, rimmed by a mourning border of black fields. But in
the sky darkness grew slowly visible—black clouds against
a ground of black. Then the clouds grew blacker, as the sky
behind them paled into greyness; and the black road
turned slowly grey—a grey strip running between black
fields that seemed to hold an invisible hint of green. Very
far away, behind the half-tones of the sky, something put out
a broken gleam. It showed the edges of the clouds; it
showed the greying masses of the roadside; and some
exudation of it stained the grey strip of pavement a dingy
white, The world was paling fast, and by its uncertain
light a bleached road ran due south across a greenish,
brownish country. The swooping headlights lost their
magic and became dishevelled ' flivvers.1 Tall chimneys
stood up against the sky ; a bill-board croaked a grotesque
(and slightly intoxicated) welcome to " Jackson, City of
Action " ; and day had come to Michigan,
6, Tank Town
Somehow the situation seemed familiar. As I alighted
from the tall step of the Pullman, received the last reful-
gent smile of its attendant darkey, and looked along the
train, there was a hint of something dimly remembered.
Yet the scene was anything but memorable. A Pere
Marquette train stood at a station—stood, rather (to be
more precise), where a station would have been had anyone
thought fit to build one. For a single shed in the middle
distance was the sole indication. The waiting train filled
the entire perspective, as its tall, polished sides took the level
light of a winter afternoon. It hooted huskily ; the big cars
slid by ; and the train receded slowly into Michigan. No
other passenger had got out; and I was left standing by the

